In the recruitment domain, knowing the employer industry of jobs is important to get an insight about the demand in each industry. The existing system at CareerBuilder uses an employer name normalization system and an employer knowledge base (KB) to infer the employer industry of a job. However, errors may occur during the computation of the job employer and in the construction of the employer KB with the industry attributes. Since the KB is huge, it is not possible to manually detect the errors. Therefore, in this paper we use machine learning techniques to automatically detect the errors. With the observation that the main jobs posted by an employer often relate to the employer industry, e.g., truck driver jobs often correspond to employers in the transportation industry, we develop a system that classifies the industry of an employer using job posting data. We aggregate job postings from an employer and derive features from employer names, employer descriptions, job titles, and job descriptions to predict the industry of the employer. Two models are used for classification: (1) support vector machine and (2) random forest. Our experiments show that random forest is more effective than SVM in identifying the errors in the existing industry classification system, which achieves precision 0.69, recall 0.78, and f-score 0.73. It especially better handles mixed feature vectors when normalization errors occur. We also observe that generally our models perform better in detecting errors for industries that have higher error rates.
Introduction
Different employers belong to different industries such as Transportation and Warehousing (Transportation), and Health Care and Social Assistance (Health Care), etc., according to the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 1 . Classifying the industry of employers has several applications in the recruitment domain. Knowing the industry of an employer helps to get an insight about the demand in each industry, such as the number of jobs and top job posters. This can be useful for labor market analysis since we can know which industries are important and provide more jobs.
The existing system at CareerBuilder 2 uses an employer name normalization system [14] [15] [16] and an employer knowledge base (KB) to infer the employer industry of a job. The employer name normalization system normalizes employer names and links them to an employer entity in the KB. The employer KB contains an industry attribute for each employer entity. However, errors may occur during the computation of the job employer and in the construction of the employer KB with the industry attributes. For example, the industry of the employer ''First Transit'' should be Transportation, but is incorrectly labeled as ''Office Administrative Services'' in the KB. The KB is huge with about 20M entities, and hence, it is not possible to manually detect the errors.
We observe that some of these errors can be corrected with the help of job posting data since the main jobs posted by an employer often relate to its industry. For example, truck driver jobs often correspond to employers that belong to transportation industry. When we look at the jobs posted by the employer named ''First Transit,'' the titles of the jobs posted include ''Shuttle Driver,'' ''Bus Operator,'' ''Automotive Technician''. By looking at these job titles, we can see that they belong to the Transportation domain. Also, the word ''Transit'' in the employer name is a good indicator that the employer industry is Transportation. Employers named ''Fresenius Medical Care,'' ''Community Health Systems, Inc.'' contain keywords ''medical'', ''health'' and belong to the Health Care industry.
Therefore, in this paper we propose to use the job postings to classify the industry of an employer, with the goal of automatically detecting the errors in the existing system. We aggregate job postings from an employer and derive features from employer names, employer descriptions, job titles, and job descriptions from the job postings for classifying the employer industry. We use machine learning models such as support vector machine (SVM) and random forest to learn the signals. Through experiments, we observe that random forest is more effective than SVM in identifying the errors in the existing industry classification system, which achieves precision 0.69, recall 0.78, and f-score 0.73. It especially better captures the interactions between different signals in more complex and mixed feature vectors, when normalization errors occur. We also observe that generally for industries that have higher error rates, our models perform better in detecting errors, according to a moderate correlation between the f-scores and the error rates for different industries.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. We describe how we collect our dataset in Sect. 2 and present our ideas and the methods used in Sect. 3. We describe the evaluation metric, experiments, and results in Sect. 4, followed by discussion and scope for future work in Sect. 5 . Related work is discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, we close with concluding remarks in Sect. 7.
Dataset
We used the Jobfeed API 3 to get the job posting data. First, we collected the top 10,000 normalized employers that provide the most number of jobs during a one-year period from the beginning of November 2016 to the end of October 2017. We used one year as the time frame to prevent the job count distribution to be biased due to seasonal fluctuations. For each of the normalized employers, the API also returns its industry sector, based on the definition from 2017 NAICS [1] . Therefore, these industry sectors are used as our categories for classification. The percentage of employers for each industry is shown in Table 1 . Note that we filter out employers that do not have a valid industry label based on the API, which leaves 9723 employers. We also combine sector 54 (Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services) and sector 56 (Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services) because the nature of companies in these two industries tend to overlap. A prominent example is recruitment consultancy agencies that can be equally categorized as sector 54 as well as sector 56. Finally, we create an ''Other'' category to combine all the other sectors that have fewer employers than sector 72 (Accommodation and Food Services) does. After this, we divided the data into three parts: 80% for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for testing, using random sampling. We observed that the percentage of employers in the training set, validation set, and test set is similar as that in the complete dataset. We can see from Table 1 that there is a lot of imbalance in the proportion of examples between the eight industries, with the highest being 27.59% examples in the combined sector 54 or 56 and the lowest being 3.94% examples in sector 72.
Since we collect the industry class labels from the API, which are computed using the existing employer name normalization system and the employer KB at CareerBuilder, we call them legacy labels. We are aware that such legacy labels may contain errors which occur during the computation of the job employer and the construction of the employer KB with the industry attributes. Yet, we believe that the majority of the legacy labels would be correct, and using them for learning signals from job postings would be sufficient. This is supported by that our randomly sampled test set has an error rate of 31.9%, as shown in Table 3 .
Methods
Based on the above dataset, we build multiclass classifiers for the nine industry sectors. In the following, we will first describe how we generate the features and then introduce the machine learning models we used.
Feature Generation
For each employer, we generate five types of features: the normalized titles of the jobs posted by this employer, the keywords in the employer description, the keywords in the employer name, the entropy calculated from the normalized titles, and the matching rate of staffing related keywords and phrases within the job descriptions.
Using the Jobfeed API, we get a list of employers, along with the employer description for each, and the normalized job titles [12] and job descriptions corresponding to the jobs posted by them.
The job titles were normalized via a job title normalization system [12] , which built a hierarchical job title taxonomy by first classifying job postings into Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) 4 majors and then clustering a large number of job postings within each SOC major. During normalization, it first predicted the SOC major for a query job title via SVM and then used kNN to compute the final cluster and normalized title. More details about the job title normalization system can be found in [12] .
Each employer posts various jobs: technical as well as non-technical, like software engineer, truck driver, sales manager, customer representative. We assume that the most frequent jobs posted by an employer are technical jobs, i.e., they are related to the industry of the employer. And, using the infrequent jobs that are uninformative might not be useful for classification and can add noise. So we filter out the infrequent jobs that are uninformative in the following way.
Let T be the list of all 5426 normalized titles. For each normalized title t 2 T and an employer e, we first calculate a ratio score R e;t based on the percentage of jobs posted by e that have title t. Next, we define a list T e for each employer e that consists of those normalized titles that have their ratio score greater than or equal to 0.01, that is, T e ¼ ftjR e;t ! 0:01g ð 1Þ
The threshold of 0.01 was chosen empirically so that T e contains the main normalized titles for employer e that are related to the employer industry while excluding some noisy infrequent jobs that are mostly non-technical and unrelated to the employer industry. As shown in Fig. 1 , the number of nonzero features decreases with increasing threshold, and the difference is clearly the most significant between a threshold of 0 and 0.01, whereas the change starts to flatten out from then on. Thus, we chose to filter out the noisy features that have a very low ratio score below 0.01. After this we calculate the vocabulary of normalized titles for each industry. There are certain normalized titles that appear in various industries such as sales manager, customer representative, and these have high frequency in multiple industry sectors. We want to exclude such titles since they do not provide any discriminative information and can add noise to the system. Selecting the important titles for the vocabulary manually is a very tedious and time-consuming task, given that we have 5426 possible normalized titles. Hence, we came up with a significance score which helps to select the significant titles without any manual effort. The idea is to provide more importance to the titles that only belong to specific individual sectors than to the ones spanning multiple sectors. For each industry i, and for each normalized title t, we calculate the significance score as:
where f ti is the frequency of the normalized title t across all employers in the industry i, and f t is the frequency of the normalized title t across all employers. After this, to form the vocabulary V ti of normalized titles for an industry i, we select those normalized titles that have their significance score and frequency greater than certain thresholds.
Here, h si is the threshold on the significance score for industry i, and h fi is the threshold on the frequency of title for industry i. The values of h si and h fi should be chosen such that V ti has a reasonable size and is relevant to the industry i. Hence, these values can be different for different industries. It is a very tedious process to manually decide appropriate values of thresholds for each industry. Hence, we experimented with using the quartiles as the thresholds. We first filter out normalized titles that have f ti 1. For the remaining normalized titles, we compute the median of S ti and the median of f t , and use them as h si and h fi , respectively. Then, we check the vocabulary size obtained after applying these thresholds, and if the size is less than 50 (too few titles), we reduce h fi to the first quartile of f t , while keeping h si unchanged. This is done in order to increase the number of relevant titles in the vocabulary. Table 2 shows the size of V ti and some example titles in V ti for a few industries. Now, we can create a title feature vector for each employer. For each t 2 V ti and an employer e, the feature value v e;t is given as:
We use R e;t as the feature value in order to assign more importance to the more frequent jobs posted by an employer. This process is repeated with a slight modification using the employer descriptions we collected to generate a vocabulary V di of employer description keywords for each industry i. Here, because the set of distinct words that makes up the employer descriptions contains significantly more words compared to the number of normalized job titles, instead of using the median to choose the threshold value, we use the 90th percentile in order to reduce the size of V di . Table 2 shows the size of V di and some example keywords in V di for a few industries. Next, for each word d 2 V di and an employer e, we calculate a ratio score R e;d based on the frequency of d in the employer description we collected for employer e, normalized by the total number of words in the employer description of e. The employer description feature vector v e;d is then formed based on V di for each employer as:
where D e is the list of words present in the employer description for employer e. In a similar way, for each industry i, we generate a vocabulary V ni of keywords present in employer names. There are two types of employer names: Unnormalized Names and Normalized Names. Unnormalized Names are the raw names (mentions) of an employer extracted from the job postings. These names are then given as input to the normalization system and are mapped to entities in the employer KB. The name of this normalized entity is called the Normalized Name. By employer name, we refer to the set of all Unnormalized Names and the Normalized Name of an employer. For each industry, we define a significance score for the unigrams present in the employer names. Then to form the vocabulary of keywords for that industry, we select those unigrams that have their significance score and frequency greater than certain thresholds. The thresholds for V ni are chosen in a similar way as for how we compute V ti and V di . Table 2 shows the size of V ni and some example keywords in V ni for a few industries. Now, we can create a keyword feature vector for each employer. For each w 2 V ni and an employer e, the feature value v e;n is given as:
where N e is the list of unigrams present in the employer name for employer e.
With the normalized titles, we also calculate an entropy value for each employer to capture the variation of the various types of job posts. We believe that this feature would be helpful for distinguishing staffing companies (i.e., sector 56) because these companies tend to hire for a more diverse range of jobs. The job title entropy for an employer e is calculated as:
t2T R e;t ln R e;t ð7Þ
In order to further identify the staffing companies, we look for certain keywords and key phrases within the job descriptions associated with the job postings of each employer. For example, we believe job descriptions that contain words such as ''client'' and phrases such as ''is looking for'' are more likely to indicate a job posted by a staffing company. Specifically, we first create a list of such keywords and key phrases. Then for each employer, we extract 100 job descriptions and calculate the percentage of those that match at least one keyword or key phrase from the list. We call this feature the job description staffing rate of the employer. The combined feature vector for employer e will be the concatenation of the job title feature vector v e;t , the employer description keyword feature vector v e;d , the employer name keyword feature vector v e;n , the job title entropy value H e , and the job description staffing rate.
Learning Algorithms
We use two well-known models for our classification task: (1) support vector machine (SVM) [11, 21] and (2) random forest [4, 8, 11] .
Specifically, we used the LIBSVM tool [6] to build the SVM Model, and we used the Spark ML package 5 to build the random forest model. As data sampling has been shown in [3, 7] to improve the random forest classification performance, for the training of our random forest model, we oversampled each class by duplicating the examples to match the class with the greatest number of examples. This reduces the imbalance due to the distribution of the employers within different industries.
Experiments

Disagreement Set
Our key idea of using machine learning methods to automatically detect errors in the legacy labels is based on an assumption: when a model prediction disagrees with a legacy label, it has a higher chance to be an error. We call the set of such examples from test data the Disagreement Set. In other words, a legacy label is less likely to be wrong when all the model predictions agree with it. We call the set of such examples from test data the Agreement Set.
To check how reasonable this assumption is, we manually labeled the industry sectors for the whole test set. We observed that the error rate of legacy labels in the agreement set is 4.7% while in the disagreement set it is 59.4%, as shown in Table 3 . This shows a much higher error rate of legacy labels in the disagreement set. Therefore, we can say that this assumption is reasonable.
Error Types
We analyzed all the errors in the test set and observed three types of errors in the results of the legacy system. 1. Errors due to incorrect name extraction These are the errors in the extraction process (parsing) of the Unnormalized Name of the employer. For example, ''Truck Driver Cdl-a'' is an Unnormalized Name given as input to the normalization system. But there is no valid employer named ''Truck Driver Cdl-a''. 2. Errors due to incorrect name normalization These are the errors when the Unnormalized Name of an employer is valid (correct name extraction), but is incorrectly mapped to a wrong entity in the KB during the normalization process. For example, the Unnormalized Name ''Omni Specialized LLC.'' is incorrectly mapped to a wrong entity ''OWI Specialized, Inc.'' by the normalization system. 3. Errors due to incorrect KB attribute These are the errors when the extracted name is valid and its normalization is correct, but the industry attribute of the employer in the KB is marked incorrectly. For example, the Unnormalized name ''Hornady Transportation'' is a valid employer and is normalized to ''Hornady Transportation LLC,'' which is a transportation company. But its industry in the KB is incorrectly labeled as ''Temporary Help Services,'' which belongs to sector 56.
The distribution of each type of errors is presented in Table 4 . We can see that while the smallest proportion of the errors is due to incorrectly extracted Unnormalized Names, the largest proportion of the errors is caused by incorrectly labeled industry attributes in the KB.
Metrics
To measure how useful the machine learning models are in detecting errors in the legacy labels, we use a set of utility metrics. Let E T be the set of true errors that are manually verified in the test set. Let E M be the disagreement set of a specific model. We define three types of utility metrics for the model:
-Utility Precision (U P ) Percentage of cases that are manually verified as true errors in the disagreement set of the model.
-Utility Recall (U R ) Percentage of true errors that occur in the disagreement set of the model among all the manually identified true errors.
-Utility F-score (U F ) Harmonic mean of utility precision and utility recall.
Feature Selection
We used random forest for feature selection to compare against our proposed method of choosing features. Feature selection using random forest has been shown in [10] to demonstrate the most optimal results compared to other methods of feature selection. Because the memory requirement to train the random forest on the complete dataset with all features is too large, we sampled a subset of the dataset instead. After training the random forest with this sampled training set, we extracted the feature importance values generated by the model. We compared our 3458 features with the top 3458 and 8000 features (based on the feature importance), and all features using both the complete and partial datasets. Table 5 shows the accuracies The bold numbers signify being the relatively highest among their comparisons achieved by each system, which are computed based on the legacy labels. We can see that for all systems, our proposed feature selection method outperforms the random forest feature selection for both 3458 as well as 8000 features. Since SVM shows the best performance when using all features, we include this method, i.e., SVM (All), in our comparison against SVM and random forest with 3458 features, i.e., SVM (3K) and RF (3K), respectively, in our experiment.
Results
The utility values of our models for identifying errors in the legacy labels are shown in Table 6 . We see that random forest performs better than SVM in terms of all the utility scores (achieving utility precision 0.69, utility recall 0.78, and utility f-score 0.73) and thus is more effective in identifying errors in the legacy labels of employer industry. To better understand the reason, we checked the distribution of each type of errors detected by each model, which is shown in Table 7 . It can be seen that SVM detected a larger ratio of KB errors, whereas random forest detected a larger ratio of normalization errors. Note that a normalization error often indicates that jobs from several different wrong employers (maybe different industries) are aggregated together, whereas KB errors mean that jobs from only the single correct employer (single industry) are aggregated. Therefore, the feature vectors associated with normalization errors can be much more complex and mixed than the feature vectors associated with KB errors. An example of a normalization error we encountered is for the Normalized Name of ''Protech Corporation,'' the associated Unnormalized Names include ''Protech Solutions'' and ''Pro-tech Search, Inc,'' in addition to ''Protech Corporation'' itself. ''Protech Corporation'' is a specialty construction company (sector 23), whereas ''Protech Solutions'' and ''Pro-tech Search, Inc.'' are information technology services (sector 51) and staffing companies (sector 56), respectively. Thus, in this case, the feature vectors we derived for this particular employer ended up containing signals from three different industries. The results in Tables 6 and 7 show that random forest is better at capturing the interactions between different signals, especially in more complex and mixed feature vectors. Random forest can accommodate these relations, while SVM is unable to use the combinations so well. It is also shown in [18] that ensembles methods such as boosting are better able to capture the complex interactions between features, which is a potential advantage over SVM.
Next, we compare the error detection utility scores of our models between different industries. Figure 2, 3, and 4 show the results. Consistent with the overall trend, random forest has the highest utility f-scores in most of the industries.
One question we had by looking at Fig. 2, 3 and 4 is whether different industries have different complexities. So we looked at the error rate per industry within the whole test set, which is shown in Fig. 5 . As the trend of error rates exhibited is similar to that of the utility f-score values shown in Fig. 2 , we computed the linear correlation between these two sets of numbers. The correlations for SVM (3K), SVM (All), and RF (3K) are 0.52, 0.20, and 0.57, respectively. This means that our models generally perform better when detecting errors for industries that have higher error rates. In particular, sector 48, which has the lowest error rate among all sectors, resulted in the lowest f-scores for the SVM models and also the fourth lowest f-score for the random forest model.
One particularly difficult industry to train on and predict is the combined sector 54 or 56 largely because of the types of companies that fall under this category. The utility metrics for this category tend to be relatively lower compared to the other sectors. Many jobs within sector 54 are related to professional services and consulting, which means this industry commonly overlaps with other sectors. For example, financial services under sector 54 can be categorized under the finance industry (sector 52), and human resources consulting under sector 54 can be grouped with the staffing industry (sector 56). Moreover, most of the jobs in the staffing industry (sector 56) are directly related to specific industries for which the staffing The bold numbers signify being the relatively highest among their comparisons The bold numbers signify being the relatively highest among their comparisons
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companies focus on and the jobs are generally very diverse. In this paper, we attempted to address this challenge by integrating the job title entropy and job description staffing rate to better identify such companies. However, according to our feature ablation experiment in Sect. 4.7, these two features exhibit very limited contributions.
Model Error Analysis
Model errors occur when the legacy system produces correct result, i.e., when the Unnormalized Name is valid, the normalization process is correct, and the industry attribute in the KB is marked correctly, but the model (SVM or random forest) predicts incorrect industry for the employer. One source of model errors is that we assumed that the most frequent jobs posted by an employer are related to its industry; however, there are cases where the assumption does not hold true. For example, ''Union Pacific'' is a valid Unnormalized Name and is normalized to ''Union Pacific Corporation,'' which is a transportation company, and is labeled correctly in the KB. However, the model predicts it as a non-transportation employer. The reason for this is that the employer name does not contain any keywords in the vocabulary for transportation industry, and moreover, the most frequent jobs posted by this employer are non-technical jobs like ''Dispatcher'', and ''Track Laborer'', which are not directly related to transportation industry.
Another source of model errors is that while we assume each employer has a single main industry in this paper, which can be reflected by the main jobs posted by this employer, there can be cases where the employer industry spans multiple sectors. For example, the company ''Legoland'' is a theme park chain (i.e., the recreation industry, sector 71) that hires for park personnel positions; however, there are also a large amount of food industry jobs within its postings because of the restaurants within its parks. As a result, while our manual label agrees with legacy label for this employer, which is sector 71 (belonging to the ''Other'' class), our model classified it as sector 72 (i.e., Accommodation and Food Services). Furthermore, conglomerate companies, which consist of multiple subsidiary companies, tend to span across multiple industries. ''Ashley Furniture Industries'' is an example conglomerate that owns the ''Ashley HomeStore'' and ''Ashely Distribution Services, LTD'' brands. These companies represent the manufacturing, retail, and transportation industries, which all get grouped under one entity. Therefore, such diversification makes it difficult to assign a specific industry to such employers and consequently makes it more difficult for the models to learn and predict the correct industry.
The last major cause of model errors that we observed is incorrect predictions caused by strong signals from another industry. For example, our model predicted sector 72 (Accommodation and Food Services) for ''Target Corporation,'' which is an employer in Retail industry (sector 44-45). The main reason for this is that the keywords ''guest'' and ''guests,'' which are very frequent within sector 72 employer descriptions, also happen to be very common within the Target Corporation description in our data. Similarly, the employer ''Mvp Health Care, Inc.'' in Insurance industry (sector 52) was wrongly predicted as sector 62 (Health Care and Social Assistance) mainly due to the ''health'' and ''care'' keywords in the company name.
Feature Ablation
We performed experiments by running different combinations of features with SVM and comparing the accuracy to know the effect of each type of features in predicting the employer industry. The accuracy value achieved by each model here is also calculated based on the legacy labels. The results are shown in Table 8 .
We can see that the normalized job titles alone capture a good amount of information about the employer industry, and they are able to capture more information compared to the rest of the features alone. Including both the company and employer description, keywords provide additional improvements in the results, over using just the normalized titles, for both SVM and random forest. The job description staffing rate and job title entropy do not provide much improvement in the result when included and are almost similar to using just the first three features. The reason may be that these two features are mainly designed for predicting the staffing industry (sector 56), and therefore, they may not be useful for predicting other sectors. On the other hand, the first three features may already cover the information captured by these two features for predicting the staffing industry.
Discussion and Future Work
Our method is based on the assumption that the most frequent jobs posted are related to the employer's industry. However, it might not hold true because the number of jobs and the types of jobs posted by an employer can change with time depending on the vacancies they have. To solve this problem, we wish to include additional features such as employer description (which can be obtained from the employer's Web site, e.g., the text under the ''About Us'' webpage, or from the Google Search Snippet). Note that although we incorporated employer description keywords as features, because our employer description data is extracted from job postings, certain descriptions may be inaccurate, missing, or lacking in useful information. As such, we believe extracting the employer descriptions directly from more reliable sources will improve the reliability of this feature set.
We also notice that there are certain employers that span across multiple industries (e.g., Apple, General Electric), also known as industrial conglomerates. There can be more than one industry label for these employers, and this diversification makes it difficult to assign a specific industry to such employers. In this paper, we assume each employer has a main industry, which can be reflected by the main jobs posted by this employer. As mentioned in [17] , some people choose the main industry as the one that generates the maximum revenue for the employer. In the future, the classification for such employers could be accomplished using a multilabel classifier in which an employer can be assigned multiple class labels. We could also consider this as a fuzzy classification problem.
As another future work, we plan to set up a semiautomatic feedback loop for our legacy industry classification based on the machine learning models developed in this paper to continuously detect errors in our legacy labels. Following each iteration of error detection, the employers that are detected by the machine learning models to be potentially erroneous can be sent off to our quality assurance (QA) team to manually verified and if necessary corrected. We then update our extraction process, normalization process, and KB attributes based on the manual corrections and restart the loop again. Each iteration after the detected errors are corrected, our models will generate a new disagreement set, but the utility performance will likely drop because as the easier cases get fixed, the remaining errors become more difficult to catch.
Finally, we plan to expand our models to learn and predict on all 20 industry sectors by separating out the combined ''54 or 56'' and the ''Other'' categories into individual sectors. This way, we can extract the features specific to each industry, which may allow us to more precisely pinpoint the errors that lie within these sectors. In particular for sectors 54 or 56, where there exist employers with overlapping industry classification, we will investigate more definitive features to potentially distinguish between them.
Related Work
Industry Classification Codes such as NAICS and SIC have been used for different analyses and applications. For example, the authors in [13] use different Industry classification codes to sample high-technology firms. [17] provides an overview of different industry classification codes and describes the challenges in assigning an industry to an employer.
In this paper, we used the industry sectors defined in NAICS 2017 [1] as our classes. We extended the work in [9] to incorporate all the industry sectors, including the staffing industry. We used multiclass classifiers, instead of the individual per industry binary classifiers, to learn and predict a total of nine classes. In addition to the normalized job title and company name keyword features, we generated an extra set of features consisting of employer description keywords to better distinguish between sectors. Finally, more comprehensive experiments including feature selection and per industry analysis have been performed in this paper.
A relational vector space model for entity classification is presented in [2] , where each entity is represented as a vector of weights. The authors try to identify the group membership of entities linked by a particular relationship, with the assumption that linked employers often have the same affiliation. They use company industry classification as an example application to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The SIC (Standard Industry Classification) codes are used to classify the company industries. Two companies are linked if they co-occur in a business news story, or if they have other relationships, e.g., joint ventures, mergers/acquisitions, product/market related, and so on. Our work used a different type of data, i.e., job postings, to learn the signals indicating employer industry, which is orthogonal to their approach.
The authors in [19] show that SVMs perform reasonably well on the task of multiclass text classification and that one-versus-all classification performs favorably as compared to other approaches. [22] proposes an improved random forest algorithm for classifying high-dimensional text data with multiple classes. The proposed algorithm uses a new feature weighting method for subspace sampling and tree selection, and thus, the subspace size is reduced and classification performance is improved. The work in [20] handles the problem of class imbalance in data by reducing cost-sensitive classification to one-sided regression. The approach can be viewed as an extension to the one-versus-all SVM, which is based on estimating the components of the cost vectors directly via regression, and uses a regression loss function that reflects the cost of interest. The authors show that the algorithm performs better than one-versus-all SVM and many other existing SVM-based cost-sensitive classification algorithms. For our SVM models, we used the one-versus-one approach available in LIBSVM [6] to achieve the multiclass classification, which trains a single binary classifier for each pair of label categories. As such, the performance may still be impacted by the class imbalance. Hence, in the future, we can try the approach in [20] to perform cost-sensitive classification of employer industries on the job data in order to better overcome the problem of class imbalance.
A comparison of different models for supervised learning in [5] shows that ensemble methods such as boosted decision trees give the best average performance, and SVMs perform nearly as well as boosted trees. The authors in [18] also compare stochastic gradient boosting and SVM for predicting genomic breeding values. It is shown that boosting performs a little better than SVM since boosting is better able to capture the complex relations between features. In our experiments, we found that random forest performed better than SVM in detecting errors in our legacy employer industry classification system by better capturing the interactions between different signals, especially in more complex and mixed feature vectors.
Conclusion
It is important to know the industry of an employer to get an insight about the demand in each industry. CareerBuilder uses an employer KB and an employer name normalization system to normalize different mentions of an employer to an entity in the KB. However, errors can occur in the normalization system, and the KB too can have incorrect industry attributes. Thus, we might get a wrong employer industry this way. Also, since the KB is huge with about 20M entities, it is not possible to manually detect the errors. Hence, we used machine learning models to infer the employer industry and automatically detect errors. We found that the job posting data, including job titles, employer names, and employer descriptions are useful indicators of the employer industry and hence used these as features for the models. We built multiclass classifiers for nine industry classes using two machine learning models: support vector machine (SVM) and random forest. Our experiments showed that random forest is more effective than SVM in identifying the errors in the existing industry classification system, which achieves precision 0.69, recall 0.78, and f-score 0.73. It especially better captures the interactions between different signals in more complex and mixed feature vectors, when normalization errors occur. We also observed that generally for industries that have higher error rates, our models perform better in detecting errors, according to a moderate correlation between the f-scores and the error rates for different industries. We demonstrated that job postings can be used to automatically detect errors in the existing system at CareerBuilder.
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